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ABSTRACTS

Digital water marking techniques for images are explored, analyzed,

attacked and countered. Understanding the limitations of these methods

provides for the construction of more robust methods that can better

survive manipulations and attacks. Watermarking attacks and

countermeasures presents important research contributions in three

fundamental areas: investigation of data hiding and labeling techniques

(Watermarking), attacks against watermarked information, and

countermeasures to such attacks. The authors analyze the limitations

of these digital methods, which can in turn be used to devise attacks.

The goal of these attacks is to expose the existence of a secret message

or to render a digital watermark unusable. Tradeoffs in perceptibility,

bandwidth, and survivability of hidden information are also investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

Now  a  days, digital  document  can
be  distributed   via   World   Wide   Web  to
a  large  number  of  people  in  a  cost
efficient  way.  So   it  is  very  easy  to
duplicate   and  even  manipulate
multimedia  content . Hence  there  is  a
strong need  for  security  in  order  to  keep
the  distribution  of  digital  multimedia  work
both  profitable  for  document  owner  and
reliable for the customer. However, in  the
present digital  world identification of  the
source (or) creator  of  a  document is  very
difficult. Watermarking technology plays an
important role in securing the document
owner. Some of most salient of
watermarking features are1 perceptually
invisible2  undeletable by hackers3 robust
to lossy data compression and4 robust to
image manipulation and processing
operations.

In the literature, several techniques
have been   developed for water marking.
In1   the  water marks  are  applied  on  the
spatial  domain .The  major  disadvantage
of  spatial  domain  water  marking  is  that
a  common   picture  cropping  operation
may  eliminate  the  watermark. Other than
spatial domain water marking   frequency
domain approaches have been proposed.
A  digital  watermark  has  been  proposed
as a  valid  solution  to  the  problem  of
copyright  protection2  for  multimedia  data
in  a  networked  environment.
WATERMARKING   EMBEDDING
PROCEDURES

In  this  stage,a  block DCT  based
algorithm   is  developed  to  embed   the
watermark  into  the  images. Figure 1 gives
the complete idea of watermark
embedding.

Let  X  be  the  original  gray - level
image  of  size  L1 x L2  and  the digital
watermark  W  be a binary data  of  size
M1 x M2. During the  embedding  stage,
the host image is first  trans-formed  to a
spectral  domain that facilitates  data
embedding  by  modifying the  middle
frequency  range. For  this  process , the
resolution of  a  watermark image W  is
assumed  to  be  smaller  than that  of  the
original  image  X.  For  example, for  each
8 X 8 image block , only  (64 X (M1 x M2 / L1

x L2)) coefficients  will be  used  for
watermark embedding. The  ratio  of  (M1 x
M2)  and (L1 x L2)determines  the  amount
of  information  to  be  embedded  into  the
images.
The original image X and digital
watermark   W   are   represented   as
X ={ x ( i, j ) , 0 < i < L1 , 0 < j < L2 }   (1)
Where   x  ( i , j )   { 0, ------ ------, 2L -1} is
the  intensity  of  pixel x ( i, j)  and  L  is  the
number of  bits  used  in  each  pixel.
W =  { w( i , j) , 0 < i < M1, 0 < j <  M2}
Where   w( i , j )   { 0 , 1 }

In X,  there  are   L1/8 x  L2/8  image
blocks  with  size  8  X  8. To  obtain  the
same number   L1 / 8  x  L2 / 8 of  blocks  as
the  image  X , the  water  mark   W  is
decomposed  into  several  blocks  with
size ( M1 x 8/ L1) x  ( M2  x  8/ L2)  . For
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example  if  M1 = L1/4  and  M2 = L2/4 , the
block  size  of  the  watermark  is  2X 2 and
if   M1 = L1/8  and  M2  = L2/8, the  block
size  of  the  watermark  block is  1 X 1.

The extra   columns   and  rows  might  be
added  to  complete   each  image  and
watermark  blocks.

Figure 1: Watermark Embedding Phase.

BLOCK   TRANSFORMATION OF THE
IMAGE

The  commonly  used  frequency
domain  transform  is  Discrete  Cosine
Transform( D C T )   which  was  used  by
JPEG [3].  The input  image X   is  divided
into  blocks of  8 x 8,  and  each block is
DCT transformed  independently. That is
Y = FDCT (X) Where FDCT denotes the
operation  of  forward DCT.

CHOICE OF MIDDLE - FREQUENCY
COEFFICIENTS

Human  visual  system  plays an
important  role  for  embedding  of
watermark .The spatial  frequency (shape)
has  significant  influence   on  the
sensitivity  of Human  Visual  System
(HVS). The human eye is more sensitive
to low - frequency noise. In contrast, high-
frequency noise is less visible.
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However,  the energy  of  most  natural
images  are  concentrated  in  the  lower
frequency  range,  and  the  information
hidden  in  the  higher  frequency
components   might be  discarded  after
quantization  operation  of   lossy
compression. In  order  to  embed the
watermark  that  can  survive  lossy  data
compression  a  reasonable  trade - off  is
to   embed  the  watermark  into  the  middle
- frequency  range. The Figure 2 shows
an example of defining middle frequency
coefficients (inner box region). Only '2'
coefficients  are  selected  out  of  64   DCT
coefficients  from  each  8 x 8 image  block
of  image  size ( L1  X L2).
             Yr =  Reduce (Y)
Where

Y  =  {y(k x 8 + i ,  l x 8 + j )  ,
0 <  k < L1 / 8,  0  <  l < L2/ 8,
0  < i < 8, 0  <  j < 8 }

Figure 2: Example of defining middle frequency
 coefficients (inner box region)
From  the inner  box  region  any

two  coefficients  are  selected    from
each  8 x 8 image  block    of  original
image  size( L1 x  L2). In this Thesis (8,
10) & (9, 10) coefficients are selected.
This can   be done for entire original
image as follows. The Figure 2.1 shows
an example of defining middle
frequency coefficients positions.

yr00 yr01 yr02 yr03 yr04 yr05 yr06 yr07
yr10 yr11 yr12 yr13 yr14 yr15 yr16 yr17
yr20 yr21 yr22 yr23 yr24 yr25 yr26 yr27
yr30 yr31 yr32 yr33 yr34 yr35 yr36 yr37

Yr == yr40 yr41 yr42 yr43 yr44 yr45 yr46 yr47
yr50 yr51 yr52 yr53 yr54 yr55 yr56 yr57
yr60 yr61 yr62 yr63 yr64 yr65 yr66 yr67
yr70 yr71 yr72 yr73 yr74 yr75 yr76 yr77

where  yrij represents  any  2 DCT  coefficients ( 0 <  i  < 8,  0 <  j  < 8)

Figure  2.1: Example  of  Reduced  Image  DCT  Middle   frequency coefficients.
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MODIFICATION OF THE DCT
COEFFICIENTS

Now, a  digital watermark   and   a
reduced  image ( which  contains  only  the
middle --  frequency  components  of  the
original  image) are  obtained . For each
watermark,  the  reduced image  at
corresponding  spatial  position  will  be
modified  adequately  to embed  the
watermarked  pixels.
           In  our  opinion , embedding4 each
watermarked  pixel  by  modifying  the
polarity  between  the corresponding pixels
in  the   neighboring  blocks is  an  effective
approach to  achieve  the  invisibility and
survival  for  compression.
CONCLUSIONS

In this  project  an  attempt  is  made
to  develop a  technique for  embedding
digital  watermark  into  images. A  DCT -
based approach is used for embedding and
extracting methods using binary data as a
watermark. However same technique can
be extended for embedding text, signature
(or) images on the given image. The
experimental  results  show  that  this
technique can  survive the  blurring  and
sharpening5,6 of  the  images. This
technique could  also  survive the JPEG
lossy 7,8  com-pression as  only   middle
frequency  coefficients   are  selected for
watermark  embedding.

FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS
Features

The embedded data should be

directly encoded   into the media, rather
than into a header or wrapper, so that the
data remain intact across varying   data
file formats.

The embedded data should be
immune to modifications  ranging from
intentional and intelligent attempts at
removal to anticipated manipulations,  e.g.,
channel noise, f iltering, resampling,
cropping, encoding, lossy compressing,
printing and scanning etc.
APPLICATIONS

Trade-offs exists between the
quantity of embedded data and the degree
of immunity to host signal modification. By
constraining the degree of host signal
degradation, a watermarking method can
operate with either high embedded data
rate, or high resistance to modification, but
not both. As one increases, the other must
decrease. The quantity of embedded data
and the degree of host signal modification
vary from application to application.
Consequently, different techniques are
employed for different applications. Several
prospective applications of data hiding are
as follows.

An application that requires a
minimal amount of embedded data is the
placement of a digital watermark. The
embedded data are used to place an
indication of ownership in the host signal,
serving the same purpose as an author's
signature or a company logo. Since the
information is of a critical nature and the
signal may face intelligent and intentional
attempts to destroy or remove it, the coding
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techniques used must be immune to a wide
variety of possible modifications.

A second application for
watermarking is tamper-proofing. It is used
to indicate that the host signal has been
modif ied from its authored state.
Modif icat ion to the embedded data
indicates that the host signal has been
changed in some way.
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